The connection between polymorphic and dynamic typing was originally considered by Curry, et al. in the form of "polymorphic type assignment" for untyped λ-terms. Types are assigned after the fact to what is, in modern terminology, a dynamic language. Interest in type assignment was revitalized by the proposals of Bracha, et al. and Bank, et al. to enrich Java with polymorphism (generics), which in turn sparked the development of other languages, such as Scala, with similar combinations of features. In that setting it is desirable to compile polymorphism to dynamic typing in such a way that as much static typing as possible is preserved, relying on dynamics only insofar as genericity is actually required.
Here type abstraction and application are an explicit part of the construction of the term. More generally, types are seen as defining what terms exist, rather than describing the behavior of pre-existing terms.
The difference between the two approaches lay in their execution behavior when endowed with an operational semantics. Under a type assignment regime the execution behavior of a term is given independently of any type information, whereas under a type checking regime the very formation of terms influences the contexts in which they may be used, leading to a very different operational behavior. Concretely, as soon as you enrich a dynamic language with more than one class of data (say, with numbers or lists), you must incur run-time time and space overhead to classify values as such, and to check their proper classification so that, for example, adding two functions results in a run-time error.
1 Nothing of the sort is required under a type checking system, leading to better execution behavior. (Please see Chapters 17 and 18 of the second author's text [7] for further details.)
Interest in polymorphic type assignment was revitalized by the proposals of Bracha, et al. [3] and Bank, et al. [2] to enrich Java with polymorphism ("generics"), which then inspired similar treatment of generics in languages such as C and Scala. Such languages are statically typed, but feature a type, herein called dyn, of dynamically typed values ("objects" in Java parlance). The question arose as to how to compile these extensions, given that little or no change could be made to the language's established run-time structure. Abstracting from the language-specific details, the question may be re-phrased as "how can we compile System F to an extension of PCF with a type of dynamic values (hereafter called DPCF)?"
From the point of view of classical type assignment, nothing needs to be done other than to "erase" the polymorphic types. But, as previously remarked, this is not quite adequate, both because of the overhead of dynamic typing, and because these languages admit static types, such as integers and arrays, that are handled specially. A more refined question, then, is how we may compile polymorphism in such a way that static type information is preserved as much as possible? So, for example, a function of type nat → nat ought to be compiled as such, and not incur the overhead of class checking inherent in dynamic languages. This is clearly a laudable goal, but it is not obvious that it can always be achieved, because the nat → nat function in question might be (or involve) an instance of a polymorphic term. The problem is that a polymorphic function such as Λt.λx:t.x is naturally compiled as λx:dyn.x of type dyn dyn, reflecting the genericity of the argument x in the body of the function. Corresponding to the instantiation of the polymorphic function at the type nat are a pre-and post-pre-and post-composition of the dynamically typed identity with untagging and tagging operations, respectively. On the other hand we can at least ensure that, for example, the obvious doubling function compiles to the very same doubling function, because it does not involve polymorphism.
So, roughly speaking, the overall plan is to translate a Sytem F type τ involving a type variable t into a DPCF type [dyn/t]τ * for some structure-preserving transformation τ * in which occurrences of t are replaced by dyn.
2 Rather than replace τ in toto by the single type dyn, as is done in type assignment, we instead preserve as much of the static type information as possible, retreating to dynamic values only where polymorphism is truly required. In particular, polymorphic types ∀t.τ are translated to function types unit τ * , degenerating the type abstraction to abstraction over the unit type so as to ensure that values may be mapped to values. This immediately raises the question of how to relate ([σ/t]τ ) * to [dyn/t]τ * , which is to say how to manage polymorphic instantiation. Indeed, this is the heart of the translation given by the aforementioned authors.
The main idea is to rely on the existence of an embedding, i, of each DPCF type into the type dyn, equipped with a corresponding projection, j, which recovers the embedded object, which is to say that j is post-inverse to i, up to observational equivalence, j•i ∼ = id. Notice that j is not also pre-inverse to i, because there is no reason to expect that a given value of type dyn lies in the image of the embedding. Put in other terms, every DPCF type is a retract of dyn, with retraction given by the composition i • j, an idempotent endormorphism of dyn.
The embedding of every DPCF type into dyn lifts functorially into an embedding, I, equipped with corresponding projection, J, from [σ/t]τ to [dyn/t]τ . 3 These lifted embeddings and projections are used to mediate polymorphic instantiation, so that an instance of the polymorphic identity (given above) at the type nat is translated to the function of type nat nat
where inat and jnat are the embedding and projection pair for nat. The pre-and post-compositions with the embeddings and projections arise from the functorial action of the type constructor t t thought of as a function of t. To projection to type nat nat requires that we embed the argument into dyn, execute the translation of the polymorphic identity, and project the result back to dyn. This function is observationally equivalent to the identity on nat, because the context may only provide natural numbers as arguments, and expect natural numbers as results.
This general idea leads to a relatively straightforward, and generally well-understood, translation of System F into DPCF. Our contribution is not in the method of compilation, but rather in the means by which it may be proved correct. The overall goal is to show that an expression and its compilation are observably equivalent, which means that they engender the same behavior in all program contexts of observable type (say, the booleans). Although the component phrases of the computation are certainly related, they are by no means identical in the source and target; this is typical for higher-order languages, which make no distinction between code and data. This suggests that the appropriate method for proving the correctness of the translation is the technique of logical relations [13] , which has been widely used to study the correctness of compilation in a wide variety of settings [6, 8] .
Inspired by the seminal work of Meyer and Wand [8] on the correctness of CPS translation for the simply typed λ-calculus, we attempted to define a logical relation between System F and DPCF that makes use of the aforementioned embedding into dyn. The general idea is to set up a simulation relation, R, indexed by source language types, and to arrange that every well-typed expression is related, at its type, to the projection of its translation to the target type. When no polymorphism is involved the projection is the identity, and otherwise mediates the mismatch between a polymorphic term and its instances as described earlier. Thus, we expect something like Rτ (e, J(e * )) to hold in general, and arrange that the relation R is the identity at observable type to obtain the desired result. However, in attempting to follow this strategy, we encountered a seemingly insuperable difficulty arising from the contravariance of the function type. At some critical points we need to show J and application commute, that is,
. The projection associated to a function type involves the embedding of its argument at the domain type and the projection of its result at the codomain type, which means the left-hand side is observationally equivalent to J(e * 1 I(J(e * 2 ))). Comparing this to the right-hand side J(e * 1 e * 2 ), one might wish to prove that I • J ∼ = id to finish the proof. (No other significant obstacles arise.)
Unfortunately, the required identity is not true. We cannot expect, in general, that I • J ∼ = id in general. For example, returning to the polymorphic identity, J(λx:dyn.x) is observationally equivalent to λx:nat.x, but I(J(λx:dyn.x)) is not observationally equivalent to the λx:dyn.x, as would be required. The reason is that the former term amounts to λx:dyn.inat(jnat(x)), which contains class checks that restrict the domain of the function to those values with numeric class, rather than admitting all dynamic values.
However, it is the case that the required equation holds on the image of I, which is to say that I • J • I ∼ = I. This suggests another line of attack in which we maintain the invariant during translation that we are always within the image of I so that the required equivalence holds at the critical spot. Surprisingly (to the authors, anyway) we were unable to make this strategy work. Instead we have found a new logical relations argument that makes use of the same machinery of embeddings and projections, but avoids the critical difficulty.
Two vital steps are made to avoid the trouble. The first step is to relate the expression with its translation directly, without projections, to avoids the need of proving commutativity between the projections and applications; the next one is to find a weaker statement of compositionality which does not require a proof of I • J ∼ = id but, at the same time, sufficiently strong to derive the final theorem. The main result is to give what is, to our knowledge, the first correctness proof of this method of compiling polymorphism (generics) to dynamic typing. A secondary contribution is the proof method itself, which may be useful in other settings.
The translation rules presented in this paper are not new. These rules were inspired by various previous work on adding parametric Figure 1 . Rules for primitive embedding and projection.
polymorphism to Java, for example GJ [3] and PolyJ [2] . Our contribution is to settle down the uncertainty about the correctness of these rules.
The Languages and Notation
We use the following syntax for System F Typ τ ::
and the following for DPCF. We choose nat to be the type of observation, deciding that two expressions are observationally equivalent if they produce the same number under any program context of nat. Observational equivalence is written as Γ d1 ∼ = d2 : σ, or simply d1 ∼ = d2 if Γ and σ are clear from the context. 4 As usual, we adopt call-byname for DPCF to simplify the reasoning.
Substitutions are mappings from variables to expressions, which are made concrete as lists of matching pairs. For example, ξ = (x → z) ⊗ (y → ) is a substitution which sends x to z and y to ; the tensor product (⊗) here extends an existing mapping with a new pair.ξ(·) is the induced substitution function [z, /x, y](·) that works for all expressions, not only variables. Type substitutions are defined in a similar way, and the symbol ∅ is reserved for empty mappings.
For clarity, the meta variables e and τ will be dedicated to System F and σ, d and c to DPCF for the rest of the paper.
Embedding and Projection Pairs
While there are only three primitive embedding and projection pairs for nat, unit and dyn dyn, we can implement embedding and projection pairs, written iσ and jσ, for all types σ's in DPCF. Our criterion of good embedding and projection pairs is
See Chapters 48 and 49 of the second author's text [7] for the definition and characterization of observational equivalence for PCF and F. The extension to DPCF is given by Crary and Harper [4] in the more general setting of recursive types. The main property we rely on here is that observational equivalence is the coarsest consistent congruence containing all computation steps.
• · jσ : dyn σ
That is, jσ is a left inverse of iσ.
which can be fulfilled with the following inductive definition (written in applied forms for clarity):
To specialize the generic identity function of type dyn dyn to an identity function for nat of type nat nat, we need to consider lifting inat and jnat for arbitrary "skeletons" functorially. The skeleton in this example is where is the distinguished variable marking the changing parts at which embedding or projecting is happening. Skeletons with a distinguished variable are called type operators. 5 We write lifted functions as I σ ω and J σ ω where ω is the type operator and σ indicates the pair iσ and jσ upon which the lifting is based. Continuing the discussion of identity functions, J nat is the desired lifted projection that converts an expression of type dyn dyn to nat nat. It turns out that we can build lifted functions for all type operators from basic building blocks iσ and jσ as follows:
The important thing is that they satisfy these conditions: 
Translation
We have defined two meta operations and one judgment form for the translation, all shown in Figure 2 . The first meta operation is the syntax-directed type translation, written τ † = σ. The second one, written [τ ]t = ω, is similar to the first one except that one particular type variable t is turned into a hole ( ) instead of dyn. This generates the type operators in lifted embedding and projection pairs. These two meta operations should interact compositionally as follows: Figure 2 . Rules for translation.
• For any τ and t, [dyn/ ]([τ ]t) = τ † .
• For any τ and τ1 and t, [τ †
For example,
The judgment form extends the standard typing judgment form in System F, written ∆ Γ e : τ ⇒ d, meaning that the expression e of type τ in System F is translated into a DPCF expression d.
Notice that the translation of Λt.e is always wrapped as a thunk, which guarantees that all values may be translated to values. As a sanity check, we have the following theorem for statics.
† is defined as applying the type translation to each type in the context.
Proof. Induction on the derivation of ∆ Γ e : τ ⇒ d.
Logical Relation
In this section we will establish a logical relation between expressions in System F and the compiled expressions. The three keys to a parametrized logical relation are (1) self-admissibility (defined below), (2) weakening and strengthening, and (3) compositionality. Establishing a parametrized logical relation requires all of them. We are forced to change the usual well-formedness conditions to avoid the difficulty we encountered, but then these three important properties are in danger. We managed to save the first two and an alternative phrasing of the last one and thus prove the relation. This section will examine each tool one by one.
To deal with impredicative polymorphism, one needs to consider all logical relation candidates, not only the relation we are interested in. Here the criterion of being a candidate is to respect observational equivalence on both sides, and is called admissible:
Definition 1 (admissible)
is the translation of τ . This is not always the case. It is possible that τ is "fully specialized" but σ remains full of dyn's, because some type substitution might get in the way while applying the logical relation. Think of a source expression e = λx:t.x and its translation d = λx:dyn.x of type dyn dyn. We need to pick a type substitution, for example δ = (t → nat), before even talking about the relation, since logical relations are between two closed expressions. In this case it will be R(δ(e), d). The type of δ(e) is fully specialized as nat → nat but d has a generic type dyn dyn, where the translation of the former can never be the latter. We intentionally allow this mismatch, so as to capture the difference between the type substitution in logical relations and the simulation of polymorphic instantiation simulation. This way we can relate e and its translation directly, without worrying about extra J's that lead to the insurmountable difficulty mentioned in the introduction.
We write the logical relation regarding the correctness of compilation as
where e is a System F expression of typeδ(τ ), d is a DPCF expression of type τ † and η(t) is an admissible relation for δ(t) and ρ(t) (formally η(t) : δ(t) ↔ ρ(t)) for each t. For instance,
where Rnat is the obvious equivalence between natural numbers. The above statement asserts that λx:dyn.x serves as an identity function for nat, under the circumstances that t will be substituted with nat and two expressions of type nat are compared in the standard way. Here is the formal definition of our logical relation: Definition 2 (logical binary relation). Suppose e :δ(τ ) and
is defined inductively on the structure of τ as follows:
for every τ2 and σ2 such that R2 : τ2 ↔ σ2,
where n is the numeral corresponding to the number n.
Again, d is of type τ † , notδ(τ ) † , due to the intentional mismatch we made in the well-formedness condition. The intuition is that, the type substitution δ is not accessible to the translation, and thus should not appear in the type of d. Another point is that, in the case for variable types, we need j ρ(t) (d) to convert the expression d of type dyn to ρ(t), since the relation η(t) expects an expression of type ρ(t) on the right hand side.
We can show that this particular relation is a good candidate, which says it is self-admissible.
Proof. Induction on the structure of τ .
We can also recover the weakening and strengthening principles:
Lemma 2 (weakening and strenthening). Proof. Induction on the structure of τ .
However, the obvious way to phrase compositionality, that is, that if the candidate for some type variable t is our logical relation then we can substitute δ(t) for t in τ , fails. Formally speaking, this principle asserts that the two relations
should be logically equivalent, since the relation for the type variable t is the same as the main relation, and they should compose. This fails because the DPCF expression d is now sensitive to the type substitution applied to τ . For example, we can rewrite the last example as λx:nat.x ∼t→t λx:dyn.x
because we employ the standard comparison for natural numbers. The compositionality principle (phrased in the usual way) would assert λx:nat.x ∼nat→nat λx:dyn.x [∅ : ∅ ↔ ∅] where t is substituted by nat, but this would be wrong as the translation of λx:nat.x should be (equivalent to) λx:nat.x, not λx:dyn.x. Intuitively, δ is considered "hidden" to the translation and the τ is considered "revealed"; substituting a type variable in τ reveals more information to the translation. The compositionality principle phrased in the straightforward way fails because it does not adjust the translated expression accordingly. Fortunately, we can fix this by stating a different compositionality principle which makes proper adjustments. Revealing information will correspond to applying projections J's to d, and hiding information to embeddings I's. The new principle will assert λx:nat.x ∼nat→nat J nat (λx:dyn.x) [∅ :
which is desired since J nat (λx:dyn.x) ∼ = λx:nat.x. In the following lemma R2 is the candidate for t which happens to be our logical relation. 2 )] We keep silent about the converse of the lemma; making them logically equivalent demands a proof showing that R(e, I(J(d))) implies R(e, d), which again leads to the unconquerable difficulty mentioned in the introduction. The good news is that this stronger version is not needed. Let's survey the function type case in a possible inductive proof of the conjecture "R(e, I(J(d))) implies R(e, d)": First, according to the definition of our logical relation, we need to show that if R(e2, d2) then R(e e2, d d2). Second, inductive hypothesis guarantees that R(e e2, I(J(d)) d2) holds and showing R(e e2, I (J(d d2)) ) is sufficient. If one expands the definition of I and J for function types, I(J(d1)) d2 ∼ = I(J(d1(I(J(d2))))) which is just one pair away from the goal. We were stuck, however, as it seems difficult to remove the inner pair of I and J when d2 and I(J(d2)) are not observationally equivalent.
Lemma 3 (quasi-compositionality
The function type case in the proof of the quasi-compositionality lemma proceeds as follows. We managed to avoid the need of proving I(J(d)) ∼ = d.
